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PREFACE

With the Beep Mat, you can efficiently and cheaply examine conductors detected by airborne 
surveys in the many regions of Canada where the overburden is thin. Not only are the readings 
taken while a prospector is walking in the woods (no more lines!), but the Beep Mat also signals 
the position and depth of the conductor (the maximum being of less than 2 meters) by a sound 
signal and a red light. Sites closer to the surface can therefore be sampled with only a shovel, a 
hammer, and if possible, a few dynamite sticks. One can therefore concentrate on the best 
showings and avoid investing on barren conductors.

Under moss, the Beep Mat also detects conductive and magnetic boulders. It is then possible 
to map the scattering of a trail of floats and find its source.

Moreover, the Beep Mat is the only instrument capable of detecting sulphide veinlets in 
suboutcropping ore that otherwise responds badly or not at all to geophysics. For example, the 
Beep Mat detected chalcopyrite and pyrite veinlets in suboutcropping ores of Silidor and 
New Pascalis mines and led to their discovery (or other similar mines) simply with a man walking 
in the woods before trenching or drilling.

We are convinced that the Beep Mat should relaunch exploration of usual and precious metals 
on a large scale throughout Canada, just as the scintillometer did for uranium in Saskatchewan.

1. INTRODUCTION

This manual is directed at geologists and prospectors. It concerns model BM-IV, but should 
also be useful in order to operate model BM-II, the former model.

1.1 Brief Description of the Beep Mat

The Beep Mat is a simple and efficient electromagnetic prospection instrument adapted 
to the search of outcrops and/or boulders containing conductive and/or magnetic minerals. It 
basically consists of a sleigh-shaped short probe and a reading unit For prospecting, you put the 
probe on the ground and you pull it to cover the ground.to be explored. The Beep Mat takes 
continuous readings during prospection on lines and out of lines in the woods. It sends out a 
distinctive audible signal when detecting a conductive or magnetic object in a radius of up to 
2 meters (6 feet). The Beep Mat directly detects and signals the presence of ores, even slightly 
conductive, containing chalcopyrite, galena, pentlandite, bornite and chalcocine. It also detects 
native metals (copper, silver, gold) as well as generally barren conductive bodies (pyrite, graphite 
and pyrrhotine), but which may contain precious ores such as gold or zinc (sphalerite), which are 
themselves non-conductive. Besides detecting conductors, the Beep Mat can measure their 
intrinsic conductivity and their magnetic susceptibility (magnetite content). This helps geologists 
and geophysicists to better interpret the other geophysical and geological surveys.
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1.2 Beep Mat Components

When you receive your Beep Mat, check if it contains all components shown at 
illustration 1. Please notice the terminology used on that illustration since it will be used next in 
this manual.

The following optional components may also be included:
- a solar battery with a recharging battery
- a dumping cable

Make sure there are no apparent breakings and if you have all components shown at 
illustration 1. Contact Instrumentation ODD Inc. if necessary.
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2 Tie Wraps
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Carrying Bag

Instruction Manual Battery Charger

Illustration 1: Beep Mat components

1.3 Specifications

Power supply: 
Battery life: 
Storage capacity: 
Size: Reading unit

Probe: 
Weight Reading unit

Probe:
Operating temperature: 
Humidity:

2 rechargeable 6-V batteries
over 10 hours
3,000 readings
18 x 20 x 6.4 cm
30 x 91 x 7.6 cm
1.9kg
3.8kg
from-10'C to 40'C
can be operated on rainy, foggy or snowy days



Appendix to the Beep Mat model BM-FV prospecting manual

NEW!

An important improvement was made to the 1995 model BM-IV of the Beep Mat The latest 
version of the instrument reacts faster to weak conductors and most important, it can now 
operate in an automatic configuration.

Faster reaction

The alarm of the Beep Mat now reacts faster to any conductor. You can walk and even 
slowly drag the Beep Mat behind a VTT and still detect a weak signal that may correspond to 
a smaller float or a deeper weakly conductive suboutcrop.

Automatic configuration

When you first initialize, for example, the instrument will be in the AUTO-BM configuration. 
In this new configuration, the Beep Mat combines the best characteristics of the BM-n and 
BM-IV configurations. If the terrain contains more than 0,2 96 of magnetite, the instrument 
operates as a BM-IV and is able to detect even a weak conductor that would, for a BM-n, be 
hidden by magnetite. When the terrain contains less magnetite, it operates as a BM-n to 
maximize its sensitivity. The change over of the configuration is automatically made in 
1/10 second. The operator can thus concentrate on the traverse and the instrument will 
always be in the most efficient configuration. As before, the mode of display is controlled by 
the MODE key. While cruising, we suggest to use the mode without display and to work 
with the display only when one wants to measure the characteristics of the terrain or before 
digging down to a conductor.

After an initialization, by pressing on the [TV**n] key, the operator can select one of the 
three following configurations: AUTO-BM, BM-n. or BM-IV. According to the 
configuration chosen, the display will show the corresponding message:

BM-IV: PLEASE INITIALIZE
IN BM-IV

AUTO-BM: PLEASE INITIALIZE
AUTO-BM

BM-II: PLEASE INITIALIZE
IN BM-II

This list of choices is cyclic. The operator can go back to the first choice by pressing again 
on



BM-IV USER'S GUIDE

1. CHARGING THE BATTERIES

Upon receipt, charge the batteries: connect the charger to the Round Jack located at the back or the reading unit (see illustration 3). The 
I3M-IV should be recharged every night from a 110-V outlet or from a 12-V battery. When not in use, li is recommended to keep the 
instrument on charge (l 10 V or 12 V). It will lake between 6 to 10 hours before it is fully charged. Two reading units can be charged at 
the same lime. Once the batteries are fully charged, the lights under A and B on the charger will dim. If Ihe batteries are loo weak. Ihe 
leading unil will produce a continuous signal associated with the appearance of "low battery" on Ihe reading unit. Shortly afterwards, the 
readings become meaningless, so recharge immediately.

2. BEGINNING THE SURVEY

To begin the survey, connect the probe to the Round Jack at the back of the reading unit and attach the cable strap to the leather case.
v

3. FUNCTIONS OF THE 9 KEYS ON THE READING UNIT

3.1 l ON l

This key has 3 functions:

A) Standby mode

On the reading unit, press down Ihe "ON" key, keep it down until the first alarm signal stops (about 3 seconds), and release 
Ihe key. Then, BM-IV GOD INC or STANDBY will be displayed. If not, repeat the operation. This message indicates that the 
probe is connected and warming up. It is recommended to warm up Ihe instrument at least one hour before beginning a survey.

B) Operating mode (Initialization)

To begin the survey, stand away from any conductive material and lift the probe vertically above your head so as to avoid 
ground effects (see illustration 2). Initialize Ihe reading unit by pumping the "ON" key once. Keep the probe in the air until the
screen displays oL (conductivity), dH (high frequency delta), MAG (magnetite), MEM (# of readings stored) and BM-1I or BM-IV 
(Beep Mat mode). All readings should be close to zero. If not, initialize again. Then put the probe on the ground in order to 
begin your survey.

After each 15 minutes of use, the instrument will signal by an alarm that the instrument needs to be reinitialized in the air so 
that its maximum efficiency is always obtained: simply reinitialize as explained in 3.1-B.

C) Shut off mode

To shut off the instrument, press down the "ON" key and keep it down 5 seconds until the two signals are not audible 
anymore. "OFF will appear on the display after these 5 seconds. Release the key lo obtain a blank screen.*If necessary, repeat 
the operation until you get a blank screen. When the instrument is in the operating mode but not in use, it will automatically shut 
i Isel f off after two hours.

N.B. No special sequence is necessary in passing from ON lo OFF lo STAND-B Y modes.

3.2 \ m\ , I D
Pump one or the other to increase (MB) or diminish (ea) the contrast of the display.

3.3 LEVEL •tt.
By default, treasholds of the BM-IV are the following:

oL (conductivity): 
MAO (magnetite): 
dH (high frequency delta): 
M.C(magnelite coefficient):

Thresholds
20 Hz (temporarily 150)
800 Hz
10 Hz

10, 20, 30... 100, 150. 200, 400. 800. 1600...25.600 Hz 
10, 20, 30... 100, 150, 200, 400, 800, 1600...25.600 Hz 
10, 20, 30... 100. 150, 200. 400. 800, 1600...25.600 Hz 
l O 0-98-96-94.^84-82-80-70-60-50*36



The BM-IV comes back to the above values after it has been turned off (blank screen) and turned on again. However, Ihe values 
wMI not change alter an initialization. In order lo reduce false alarms when in presence "of conductive pverburden, a reduction of (lie 
scnsivity of the probe may be desired. To do so, you have lo modify one or several of Ihe 4 thresholds: first pump on LEVEL to scroll,
dioose the one(s) to be modified and make the modification, but one threshold at a lime. Then pump f qr| to reach Ihe desired 
threshold. Once finished, tlie unit automatically comes back to the operating mode after 3 seconds. By.increasipg the thresholds, one 
clrasticall y reduces the sampling depth and the sensibility of the Beep Mat. You may reduce Ihe magnetite coefficient (M.C.) in presence 
of a highly magnetic environment where sulfides are to be detected (ex.: skarn formation in Alaska). By testing different thresholds, 
experience will guide you to the projjer thresholds lo be used, especially in magnetic environments.

3.4

The results of the survey can be read on 3 different displays. Choose the one which is more convenient for you by pressing the 
MODE key lo scroll.

1. oL (conduclivily). dH (high frequency delta) and MAG (magnetite) values will be displayed by default
2. Bar graph
3. No display "Sound only - no display"

3.5

Pump once lo pass from BM-IV mode lo BM-II mode and vice versa. Each lime you pass from one mode to the other, you must 
reinitialize the reading unit (see 3.1-B). The major difference between BM-IV mode and BM-II mode is that with Ihe BM-II mode, only 
the dH is displayed.

^ A positive value means thai there is a conductor, but there might still be a little bil of magnetite. 
A negative value means that there is magnetite, but there might still be a small conductor.

The stronger value ^ or -) prevails over the other. The BM-II mode may be used to follow/find boulder trains because it is faster.

3.6

This key is used to record data. It is possible lo record up lo 1,000 values and afterwards dump them into a computer with the help 
of a special cable. The precise function of this key will be explained in the more detailed version of the user's guide coming soon. For 
the time being, simply avoid to use this key since you do not nave the special cable and Ihe information on how to use iL

4. HOW TO INTERPRET BEEP MAT SIGNALS IN CLAY AREAS

First of all. reinitialize the instrument (see 3.1-B) and place the Beep Mat where it reacted Ihe mosl in order to localize the conductor. In 
clay areas, even niter reinitialization, the Beep Mat lends lo indicate a positive value ranging between +2S and +80. A uniform signal is 
usually obtained over large clay areas. In hilly areas, it may be worthwhile lo check Ihe site by digging a 30 cm-deep trench measuring 
some 30 cm x 60 cm. By placing Ihe Beep Mal inlo such a trench, readings will not fluctuate and will remain stable m clay areas, while 
they will increase when gelling closer to a real conductor.

5. TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Breakdowns are generally due to a broken wire into the cable. Before changing the cable, make sure that it is not due to one of the 
following problems:

Problems

1) If there are no "beeps" nor readings on the display, it may be 
due to a bad connection between the probe cable and the 
Round Jack.

2) If the Beep Mat "beeps" but nothing appears on the screen 
when you push the "ON" key, it may simply be because 
there is not enough contrast on the display

3) Broken cable

4) "Low frequency problem" or/and "High frequency problem" 
messages

5) "Low batlery" message

6) High numbers on Ihe display (ex.: oL s 99999)

Solutions

Make sure you have correctly connected the probe lo the reading 
unit, recharge the battery and test the instrument after.

Pump IheHB |key

Remove Ihe broken cable and install the spare cable. Send the 
broken cable for repairs to our office immediately.

Shut off the reading unit (see 3.1-C). unplug the cable from 
the reading unit, reconnect the cable and restart (see 3. l -A). 
Try a few times. If (he problem persists, change the cable.

Put the reading unit on charge for 6 to 10 hours. Once the 
batteries are fully charged, the lights under A and B on the 
charger will dim.
Shut off the reading unit and reinitialize until it works.



6. INTERPRETATION OF VALUES

Due lo magnetite and water in the ground, the readings generally range from -50 lo -200 (MAG. di 1) while oL - O up lo 100 (mil 
significant under 150). One lias to remember Uial in presence of a conductor, the Deep Mat will "beep"' (low-pitched alarm), the red light 
will Mash and positive values (oL, di 1) will be displayed. The oL/dl l ralio will give a relative value of how conductive is the conductor.

Bc aware Hint pyrrhotite and graphite can be as good conductors as a melal can wilh a ol All l ratio close to 1. N.D. I3o not forget that the 
frequency is increased when going over a conductor, and reduced when in presence of magnetite.

On the contrary, in presence of magnetite, the high-pitched alarm will be heard, and a negative value will be displayed, bul the red 
light will not flash. For example, a value of -1000 al MAO means tlial there is approximately l ?b of magnetite.

In HM-I V mode, magnetite and conductors can be detected al the same lime. The high-pitched and low-pitched alarms will be heard 
with respectively negative (dll, MAG) and positive (oL) values, and the red light will (lash, confirming the presence of a conductor.
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3.1 Reading Unit Elements

DBS Jack (for data transfer!) 
Conductor Beeper l Magnetite Beeper

\______ i S

BACKSIDE VentiIatic;nHole
l Jac!(plugged) Round Jack (for the probe) 

Readout FRONT SIDE Keys\\

Conductor Status Light Keyboard

Illustration 4: Reading unit

Illustration 4 shows the various visible parts of the reading unit Here is a short 
description of the function of each one.

* The display has two lines of 24 characters each. Values, parameters or messages generated by 
the Beep Mat can be read on it

* The conductor light lights up when the conductor value or delta value exceeds a specified 
threshold when in presence of a conductor.

* The conductivity buzzer (low-pitched sound) is activated under the same conditions as the 
conductor light.

* The magnetite buzzer (high-pitched sound) is activated when the magnetite value
exceeds a specified threshold. N. B.: the buzzers and the conductor light react quicker than the 
display.

* The cylindrical receptacle links the reading unit to the probe or to the battery charger.
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* The ventilation cap covers the ventilation hole. When there is an accumulation of humidity in 
the reading unit, you must open the cap while the batteries are charging to let humidity go out 
If possible, do that in a warm and dry place.

* TheDB9 receptacle links the reading unit to a computer for the transfert of memorized data.

* The keyboard keys are to get to the various functions of the Beep Mat; each one is identified 
at its center. In this manual, a word or a symbol in brackets represents the key so identified: for
example, [ON] or [f], or [D ]. Here are their specific functions:

[ON] = to change the state of the Beep Mat
[D ], [D ] = to increase or diminish the contrast of the display - -
[LEVEL] s to activate the display of an operation parameter
[t], [l] s to increase or reduce the value of the displayed parameter f* ^ ^ ^ ^
[MODE] ^ to change the display mode 45 * J O J2 (9
[IV ** II] = to change the configuration
[MEM] s to store the displayed reading

The expressions in bold-italic will be explained in the next sections. The [MEM] key will be 
explained at section 3.7 (Readings Storage) and at chapter 10 (Data Transfer).

3.2 Configuration

The BM-IV can operate on two frequencies (BM-IV mode) or on one frequency 
(BM-II mode). The chosen configuration can be recognized by the appearing of BM-IV or BM-II
on the display (see illustration 5). To pass from one configuration to the other, press [IV**I1]. 
The instrument requires an initialization at every change of configuration. Please note that in this 
manual, instead of always repeating "in BM-II or BM-IV configuration", you will just read 
"in BM-II or in BM-IV".

It is recommended to use the BM-II configuration when the rock is little or not 
magnetic, because its detection capacity is greater.

In BM-II, the Beep Mat gives a reading of the delta value (dH).

In BM-IV, the Beep Mat gives a more detailed reading made up from the three values 
presented at the end of chapter 4:

dH delta
oL conductor
MAG magnetite MOV 3 O 1995

MINING LANDS Bh
3.3 Display Modes

The reading unit has three display modes:
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- numerical mode (normal)
- graph mode
- no-display mode

Illustration 5 graphically shows these three display modes for both configuration. You 
choose the mode you prefer. However, you may prefer the no-display mode since the Beep Mat 
does not display any readings but signals the presence of conductors or magnetite concentrations 
more rapidly. To pass from one mode to the other, press [MODE].

Decimal

Graphical

Static

Conductor Value
X

High Frequency Delta Value

ac nrm dH mm BPJ,_configu- 
nrm MEM nrm iv ration

Magnetite Value Number of Recorded Readings

gem i n mi 11 li 11 in en 
nASiiiiiiuftmiiiiiTl iv

( Configu 
ration

S?
Dynamic Bar Graph

Operating as a BHIV 
Sound only - No Display

BM-1V Configuration

Decimal BMII
dH IMI lilt

DELTA -4-   ̂
fieri nrm

^ Configu 
ration

High Frequency Delta Value Number or Recorded Readings 

Graphical i 111 u i i-fi 11 m 11 n en 
li

JSonfigu- 
ration

Dynamic Bar Graph

Static Operating as a anil 
Sound only - No Display.

BM-ll Configuration

Illustration 5: Display Modes
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3.4 Beep Mat States

The reading unit can be in one of the following four states:

Off
Standby (or preheating)
Initialization
On ( in reading process)

Off: The Beep Mat stops its electric consumption and functions.

Standby: The Beep Mat only warms up to stabilize its frequency. The
minimal preheating period suggested before beginning a survey is 
30 minutes, and outside if possible.

Initialization: The Beep Mat ajusts its signals in order to display zero values when 
there are no conductors. Initialization automatically ends a few 
seconds after one pressed [ON].

On: The Beep Mat measures the probe reactions, interprets them in terms 
of values, then displays these values every second. However, the 
buzzers react instantly, in less than 0,15 second. Therefore, the 
buzzer might signal something while the reading unit does not 
display anything. When the Beep Mat is o n, a message on the 
display and a sound signal remind the operator to initialize the 
Beep Mat every 15 minutes.

3.5 How to Pass From One State to the Other With [ON]

[ON] is not only used to turn on the Beep Mat; it is also used to put the Beep Ma i ;. 
one of the states described on next page. By connecting the probe to the reading unit. 
Beep Mat is off. Everytime you momentarely press [ON], the Beep Mat passes; 
initialization. After 5 seconds, it passes to o n. If nobody uses the keyboard for more than two 
hours, the Beep Mat automatically passes to off.

If you keep [ON] pressed longer, the display indicates the following available states in 
this order (a few seconds by choice):

Initialization:
Standby:
Off:

(sound signal) 2 seconds
(silence) 3 seconds
(second sound signal) 5 seconds

The Beep Mat will put itself in the displayed state if you release [ON] at the precise 
moment when the state you selected is displayed.
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3.6 Operating Parameters and Their Thresholds

The operating parameters of the Beep Mat as well as their values when turning the 
instrument on are, in order of appearance:

Threshold . Scale
o-L(conductivity): 150 Hz 10-20-30... 100-150-200-400-800...25,600 Hz
MAG (magnetite): 400 Hz 10-20-30.. .100-150-200-400-800...25.600 Hz
dH (delta): 10 Hz 10-20-30... 100-150-200-400-800...25.600 Hz
M.C. (magnetite coefficient): 10096 100-98-96-94...84-82-80-70-60-50 9fc

To display one of these parameters, press [LEVEL]. The displayed parameter only 
stays a few seconds and then returns to the operating mode. By pressing [LEVEL] again during 
these few seconds, the next parameter is displayed, according to a cyclic sequence. It is possible 
to modify the displayed parameter by pressing [ t ] and [ | ].

It is important to repeat that when a value exceeds its threshold, an alarm (sound signal) 
will ring. Reduction of a value threshold will result in an increased detection sensitivity of the 
Beep Mat. However, this may cause an increase of false alarms. On the other side, an increase of 
a value threshold will result in a diminution of the Beep Mat detection sensitivity and of the number 
of false alarms. Usually, it is not recommended to increase the thresholds because less true 
conductors will be found in a day.

Table l shows the readings variations of a Beep Mat in relation with the variations of a 
conductor depth located under the probe. With this table, you are now able to evaluate the 
consequences of a modification of the thresholds.

Depth in cm oL value dH value MAG value
conductor delta magnetite

30 32 68 O
25 66 124 O
20 176 240 O
15 . 407 530 O
10 1082 1329 O
5 2716 3312 O
O 7532 9233 . O

Table 1: Value versus depth of a 15-cm diameter pyrrhotite gossen

The (fa of magnetite subtraction (M.C.), a correction coefficient for the effect of 
magnetite, enables the Beep Mat, in BM-IV, to adjust the effect of magnetite versus the effect of a
conductor. If you reduce that coefficient, the oL value will be diminished by the presence of
magnetite. The oL value would therefore become non significant with a too small magnetite 
coefficient. It is for that reason that one must be very experienced before modifying that 
coefficient. The magnetite coefficient must normally be at 100. It is sometimes possible to reduce 
it lightly (ex. 96) if the ground is highly magnetic and irregular and if, at 100, that causes several, 
false alarms. It is strongly recommended not to modify the operating parameters, unless there are 
false alarms in repetition.
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3.7 Record Data

When o n, the Beep Mat renews its display every second. You can store the values of 
the last reading by pressing [MEM]. The displayed figure right of MEM represents the sequence 
number of the last entry. Following that operation, this figure increases by one. Notice that this 
number also increases by one at every initialization. The memory contains memorized readings 
data and initializations. The maximum sequence number of the memory is 3,000.

In your notebook, note that number and the conditions in which the reading was taken 
(for example, the location of the site, digging depth, values before and after digging, etc.). Later, 
you may transfer these data to a computer in order to draw a map of the discovered showings or 
for geophysical survey purposes (see chapter 10 - Data Transfer).

3.8 Troubleshooting

If the instrument does not display anything or is incoherent, one of the following 
" components might be defective:

- batteries
- battery charger
- probe cable
- probe
- reading unit

First check if the probe cable is correctly screwed on to the reading unit Then check if 
the batteries are correctly charged by using either the other cylindrical connector of the charger or 
another charger (see section 2.1 for a description of the charger). If the problem persists, replace 
the probe cable, it might be damaged inside. To replace it, unscrew the screws of the cover plates 
(see illustration 1). Then, unscrew the connector located there with a pair of pliers and cut the tie 
wraps. Connect the spare cable to the same place where the defective cable was and test it If if 
works, put the tie wraps back (it is essentiel), then put the coverplates back in place. The 
Beep Mat can also display the presence of a problem such as a low battery or non-working 
elements.

If you are not sure what the problem is, repeat the test described in chapter 2 
(Instrument Testing). If the Beep Mat still does not work, call Instrumentation ODD Inc., so that 
arrangements can be made to ship another unit without delay during repairs, and return the 
instrument entirely to ODD.

4. OPERATING PRINCIPLE

The probe contains an inductive coil within its shell. When the probe is in normal position 
on the ground, as shown at illustration 6, the axis of the inductive electromagnetic field transmitted 
by the coil is in vertical position.
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Illustration 6: Operating principle

The influence zone of its inductive field has an average radius (called "range") of about 
2 meters. This inductive field is similar to the field of a magnet Any conductive or magnetic 
object within the zone reacts by sending out again a secondary field (or "induced field"). The 
secondary field is weaker and has distinctive features. The probe reacts on the part of this field that
goes through its inductive coil. That reaction is then displayed on the reading unit in terms of aL, 
dH and MAG values.

Imagine that inductive field as being composed of several induction lines crossing the 
inductive coil and which density increases towards the center of the coil. To illustrate that, only a 
few induction lines are presented at illustration 6. Therefore, the more of these lines are crossing 
the conductive or magnetic object, the higher the displayed values on the reading unit will be. For 
further details, report to chapter 6.

Following is the significance of oL, dH and MAG values.

- The delta value (dH) represents the change of frequency of the inductive coil, in hertz, 
since its initialization.

- The conductor value (oL) represents a specific reaction to the presence of a conductor 
near the probe, in hertz.

- The magnetite value (MAG) represents a specific reaction of the probe (in hertz) to the 
presence of a magnetic body, in particular one containing magnetite.
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5. IN-FIELD USE

This chapter describes a typical sequence for a Beep Mat survey.

5.1 Getting Ready

Prepare all the necessary stuff you need on the field: Beep Mat, a OPS if possible to 
localize yourself and maybe a VLF electromagnetometer (EM-16) to localize the axe of the airborne 
conductors, radio, sample bags, small shovel, hammer, flag tape, maps, photos, dynamiting kit, 
marker, compass, etc. - - .

Make sure that the batteries are charged. At least half an hour before a survey, connect 
the probe to the receptacle of the reading unit, then put the instrument on standby by keeping 
[ON] pressed until the end of the first sound signal (3 seconds). The message STANDBY will 
appear. You can carry the instrument when in s tandby on condition that you keep the probe at 
least 6 inches away from any large metallic surfaces (i.e., the floor of a truck). In such a situation, 
it is recommended to put the probe upside down.

It is better that the probe be preheated before beginning a survey. However, even if the 
probe has not been sufficiently preheated, you can start the survey anyway once on the field to be 
explored, but you will probably have to reinitialize the Beep Mat more often during the first hour of 
use. Put the probe on the ground, place the reading unit on yourself and attach the cable strap to 
the leather case. You can then pull the probe as shown at illustration 7.

Illustration 7: Typical use of the Beep Mat
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5.2 Initialization

Make sure you do not wear any metal helmut. Lift the probe vertically above your 
head, as shown at illustration 8, so that it is not affected by the ground, and initialize the Beep Mat 
by pressing [ON]. After a few seconds, a sound signal will announce that the Beep Mat is 
initialized. Put the probe on the ground. You can now pull it again. Remember that every 
15 minutes, the Beep Mat will signal to the operator that it needs to be reinitialized again. It is 
possible to initialize the Beep Mat anytime on condition that you lift the probe vertically in the air 
(see illustration 8X

5.3 Exploration

Cover all grounds that you think may offer an interesting potential of discovery. A 
distinctive signal will indicate that you just passed near a conductor or a magnetite concentration. 
Stop and confirm the signal position. Mark that position immediately with flag tape, posts or 
branches etc. Before digging, reinitialize the probe in the air, then use the Beep Mat to dehrnite the 
nearby surface giving abnormal readings. Dig at the place where the readings are the highest, 
therefore where there seem to be the most sulphides in the rock. Make sure that it is not caused by 
human source, such as the presence of visible scrap-iron at this place (near a former drilling site for 
example). Dig with a shovel and examine the samples. Try to find the geological cause. You can 
also use the Beep Mat to dehrnite a conductive or magnetic outcrop.

Such exploration enables you to make discoveries, but to increase your chances of 
success, plan a strategy and use different tactics. This aspect will be treated further in this manual.

Illustrations: Beep Mat initialization
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6. READINGS INTERPRETATION

This chapter explains how to interpret the values on a target and the profiles of these values.

6. l Data on a Target

The delta value (dH), no matter what configuration is used, is influenced by the 
conductivity of an object and its magnetite content. A negative value indicates that the object is 
more magnetic than conductive, while a positive value indicates the opposite. A conductive and 
magnetic block could give positive, negative or zero values according to the proportion of 
conductivity and magnetite. The bigger the object is or the closer it is to the probe, the more the 
value increases. The presence of humidity in the ground causes the addition of an offset of O to 
-100 to the delta value (see illustration 9). It is for that reason that in the absence of conductors, 
the readings are generally lightly negative.

N -V ~\ ^ y ̂ VN xy^ ^

ROCK

0L O dH -40 BH 
HAC -20 HEM l IV

Illustration 9: Typical reading without any anomaly

In BM-IV, the delta value corresponds to the variation of h igh frequency only and 
reacts exactly as in BM-II. When approaching a magnetite block (for example: a vein), the delta
value (dH) and the magnetite value (MAG) increase in negative value and the conductor value (aL) 
should stay at zero or very low (see illustration 10, case "b"). When approaching a conductive
block, the dH and aL values increase in positive value while the MAG value remains low (see 
illustration 10, case "a"). If both values are close, it means that the conductivity of the body is 
high and that the body could turn out to be metal. Note the similarity of these reactions with those 
observed during the instrument testing (chapter 2). The weaker the block conductivity is, the
weaker will the relation be between oL and dH. The dH value is therefore more sensitive to clayey
grounds. By approaching a conductive block containing also magnetite, aL will positively 
increase, MAG Will negatively increase and dH could be positive or negative (see illustration 10, 
case "c"), as it is the case in BM-II. The BM-IV configuration is therefore recommended since it 
clearly distinguishes the electric or magnetic nature of the present materials.
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Beep Mat

Illustration 10:

Vein

CL 60
HAG 0

a)

b)

c)

Beep Mat
dH 250 BH 

flEfl l IV

OL O dH -MSO BM 
HAG -MSO ttEH l I V

owuy

OL 250 dH -200 BM
MAC. -MSO HEM i iv

Examples of Beep Mat readings in presence of: a) a conductive 
vein, b) a magnetite vein, c) a conductive body, containing magnetite

6.2 Profiles on Targets

It is possible to draw a profile of the readings values displayed by the Beep Mat along a 
traverse, but it is rather suggested to just make an image of it in your mind. Illustration 11 shows 
two simplified but typical examples. Compare it to illustrations 9, 10 and 12. By studying these 
illustrations, the profiles should be easy to interpret

Here is how to interpret illustration 11.

- Anomaly "A* is strong and wideband the ratio oL/dH is high. That indicates the 
presence of a good wide conductor. Compare with illustration 10.

'•~*: .

- Anomaly "B", however, is weak and uniform, and the ratio crL/dH is low; it is the 
effect of clayey ground.

- Examine anomalies "C" and "D" of example 2 , at illustration 11. These two 
anomalies forming a doublet are due to the effect of an almost vertical veinlet. Compare with cases 
"a" and "b" of illustration 12. There are no anomalies above the veinlet because the induction lines 
do not cross it (see also illustrations 12 and 15).

- Anomaly "E" is rather narrow and reacts mostly in dH. In this example, it is due to 
the presence of a gossen in the till.
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dH, 
.•'cC

x x x x x /f x x,
Rock l

Clay filled 
Overburden

•B-

Example 1

I" \
Boulder

Example 2

Illustration 11: Examples of typical profiles of the Beep Mat

Do not attach too much importance to the exact shape of these profiles. When you will 
pass the Beep Mat again, the profile should change in its details. This is due to one or several of 
the following factors:

- The probe is not pulled exactly on the same line

- The surface is bumpy

- The surface condition has changed (for example, before and after rain)

The Beep Mat is adapted to do the job quickly. With experience, you will be able to 
visualize these profiles by memory while deliminating an interesting target. It is faster and more 
efficient to pass the Beep Mat again and delimit the target with flag tape, then dig and sample, than 
to draw a survey profile on paper once back at the office.
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.
TD trtC".*8ttJ

OL so dH ISO BM
MAS O HEH l IV

at S dH -SO en 
MAG -18 nEH l IV

mar

Illustration 12: Explanation of typical Beep Mat anomalies

7. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

As mentioned previously, it is better to have a strategy in order to maximize chances of 
discovery with the Beep Mat When a Beep Mat anomaly appears in the field, you must then use 
appropriated tactics.

7.1 Strategy

Look for a favourable ground for Beep Mat survey, such as rusty ground and/or an 
area where overburden is not very deep (less than 2 meters) and contains, if possible, 
electromagnetic anomalies. Use the following published maps:

- Overburden maps (M.N.R. in Quebec - Tel.:. 418-646-5549)
- Quaternary geology maps (Geological Survey of Canada)
- Geology maps for outcrops
- Electromagnetic and magnetic airborne survey maps
- Topographic maps (at 1:20 000 or 1:50 000)
- Aerial photos
- Compilation of previous works

Prepare a strategic map for your survey. Illustration 13 is an example. You can use 
the overburden map as a starting point Report all pertinent information on that strategic map. 
Mark all outcrops, boulders, conductors (electromagnetic anomalies) and/or magnetite 
concentrations (not very deep magnetic anomalies), known geological directions, etc, as well as 
areas where overburden is less than two meters thick and areas covered with till rather than with 
river deposits (sand, clay). Make sure that the elements coordinates are as precise as possible.
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Finally, delimit target areas to be explored and estimate the direction of the survey lines, keeping in 
mind that you will zigzag along the axis of the conductor.

Here is what former prospectors have taught us: lake shores and swamp edges (former 
lakes) very often represent favourable areas for prospecting because waves have washed the till 
and bare rocks are often hidden just under a thin layer of moss.

UTM 49MOOOnxNi

-Illustration 13: Simplified example of a strategic map

Once in the field, at the beginning of the survey, try to evaluate the operating 
parameters of the Beep Mat and choose if you are going to work in BM-II or BM-IV. If ground 
conditions change, modify the parameters again. If necessary, modify these parameters in order to 
reduce the frequency of sound alarms to a satisfactory level. Cover target zones according to your 
strategic map. Use the Beep Mat to localize known conductors, to discover new conductors or to 
detect mineralized boulders.

7.2 Advanced Tactics

You detect an anomaly, reinitialize the Beep Mat and pass again on this anomaly. With 
a post, flag tape, etc., mark the spot with the highest value. Keep that value in mind. Zigzag
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around this spot taking into account the conductor direction or the geological direction (see 
illustration below). With colored flag tape, delimit the anomaly contour, its size and other spots 
having high values. Verify if this anomaly appears again farther in the same geological direction. 
If you do not find the conductor, use a VLF to localize its axis, then zigzag over the known axis 
with the Beep Mat to try to pinpoint where the conductor may come closer to the surface.

Beep Mat 
Survey Line

First
Beep Mat 
Anomaly

Survey 
Beep Mat Trajectory

: Beep Mat Anomaly (diameter size match to value) 

: Ground EM Anomaly (from an old geophysical survey)

Illustration 14: Practical approach with a Beep Mat to localize a conductor

By concentrating your attention on the spots which have the highest values, you will 
have to dig less deeper. Dig until you can identify the source of the anomaly (graphite, sulphures 
or even native metal). If the conductor seems to be deep, dig and often verify if the readings 
increase when you insert the probe into the hole. If the readings increase, it means you are really 
getting close to the conductor. Take 10-pound samples containing sulphides for assays (Cu, Zn, 
Pb, Au, Ag, Ni, etc.).

Repeat these steps for each conductor discovered with the Beep Mat.

7.3 Case of Anomalies Forming a Doublet

If you find two Beep Mat anomalies along your route and they are in a doublet (about 
l meter), it is possible that you may be dealing with only one veinlet located in the middle rather 
than with two (see illustration 11, anomalies "C" and "D"). Determine the conductor axis. Then
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grab the probe and put it on its side as illustrated below. Its induction axis should therefore be 
horizontal and perpendicular to the geological orientation. Cross the anomalies with the probe thus 
oriented. You may find only one anomaly in the middle. That is where you must dig. If both 
anomalies persist, dig at each place.

Land 
Surface

Displacement Orientation Geologic 
Trend

Beep Mat 
Induction Axis

Veinlet Survey Line

Illustration 15: Confirming double, anomalies

7.4 Sampling

We suggest to our own crews to take samples (and have them assayed) on a same 
conductive strike at every 300 or 400 meters since even a barren pyrrhotine strike may become a 
mineralized strike (ex: Thompson Mine in Manitoba). However, on parallel strikes, we suggest to 
sample as soon as the conductor's nature changes (graphite to pyrite) and wherever the geological 
environment is favourable (fine pyrite in quartz veinlets). Beep Mat users will make their 
discoveries by cleverly choosing their samples. In 1991, thanks to the Beep Mat, a massive 
sphalerite strike at some ten meters from a sterile pyrite trench was discovered.

7.5 Clayed Grounds

On a target, if you suspect that the ground is particularly conductive (clayey ground), 
dig a small 30-cm deep trench that is big enough to insert the probe in it Put the probe into the 
hole and rotate it to find out from what direction comes the stronger signal. If the displayed 
readings do not vary much, it is due to the clayey nature of the ground. On the contrary, if the 
values increase, it means the conductive rock is deeper. If the readings keep increasing when the 
probe is in the hole, keep digging up to one and a half meter. Usually, clayey grounds are 
uniformly flat and give a relatively uniform dH value (between +2S and +80) on a large surface.
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8 . TRUE AND FALSE SIGNALS

Here are a few examples of true and false signals that you will learn to recognize. They are 
easier to recognize in BM-IV, but experience should make it as easy in BM-II.

8.1 Probe Frequency Drift

When the probe frequency drifts, as during the preheating period, the dH value may 
increase and the sound signal might become audible. Before digging, reinitialize to correct the 
drift. It the sound signal stops once the probe is back on the ground, continue your survey. If it 
still beeps, dig.

8.2 Drifting

If the probe started to drift and is on humid ground, the water effect (negative) on dH 
may prevent it from ringing. However, as soon as the probe moves away from the ground (ex: 
when passing over a log), the reading unit will ring. Then lift the probe in the air and if it still 
rings, reinitialize. In both cases, pass the probe again at the place where it rang to verify if there 
really was a conductor located at mat place.

8.3 How to Interpret Beep Mat Signals in Clay Areas

Clay layers may be deposit in brackish water during the deglaciation period and are 
sometimes a little conductive. On these clay layers charged with water, the dH value displayed by 
a probe laid on the ground will be close to zero (the effect of clay conductivity (H-KX)) being 
cancelled by the effect of water (-100)) and the reading unit will probably not ring. On the other 
hand, if you pass over a log lying on the ground while walking with the probe, the probe will quit 
the ground, the effect of water will rapidly diminish, but the clay conductivity, which slowly 
diminishes with distance, will make the dH value rise to 80, and the Beep Mat will signal a 
conductor. It is important to keep in mind that conductive clays exist and that it is not necessary to
dig every time you cross a clay valley. Remember that on clayey ground, the conductor value (oL) 
does not vary because it is not very conductive.

8.4 Conductors Hidden by Magnetite

In BM-II, the probe may signal a conductor when it leaves the ground (over a log), l i 
may also happen when a conductor is associated with a high quantity of magnetite. On the ground 
indeed, in BM-II, magnetite cancels the conductor signal, but by lifting the probe, the effect of 
magnetite rapidly diminishes and the conductor is detected. In BM-II, you must verify if you are 
on clay or on rocks; in BM-IV, there is no ambiguity because this new model signals conductors 
anytime, even in presence of a lot of magnetite.
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8.5 Salt in the Ground

Salt water is strongly conductive. It is possible that you detect conductors caused by 
salt next to roads which have been salted during winter and also next to salt blocks that farmers 
give to the livestock or that hunters place in a clearing to attract deer or moose.

9. INTERPRETATION OF VALUES

The Beep Mat quantitatively gives a measure of the apparent conductivity and/or the average 
magnetite content of the underlying rock. In BM-IV, it also gives an estimate of the intrinsic 
conductivity.

9.1 Magnetite Content

The magnetite content is measured on a l-meter3 volume under the probe. Our 
calibrations indicate that a MAG value of -l 000 corresponds to l *fo magnetite under the probe, 
which is equivalent to about 1000 gammas for a volume of a few meters3 . This equivalence exists 
up to a magnetic value of -20 000, which is equivalent to 20 000 gammas, or 20 9b magnetite.

9.2 Apparent Conductivity

Up to now, the apparent conductivity has been calibrated only in BM-II and in the 
absence of magnetite. The graph presented at illustration 16 (curve "a") shows the apparent 
conductivity according to the positive dH value and in the absence of magnetite. Be aware! A 
veinlet or a coin will suggest a bad conductivity, because the instrument measures the average 
conductivity of the area surrounding the probe. On the other hand, the instrument gives a real 
measure of the conductivity of a clay layer. The closeness of water creates a negative signal (a 
value of about -100). The estimate of the conductivity of a clay layer filled with water is a little bit 
more right if one lift the probe above the ground by 10 centimeters because the influence of water, 
such as the influence of magnetite, diminishes more rapidly that the effect of the conductor (see 
curves "b" and "c" of illustration 16).

dH
20000

15000

10000

5000

O
2345 

IM mhos/m
10 20 30 40 50 

asTuX5*0 TWOS
m* te. t*** o*oviuo CM CM

Illustration 16: Factors influencing the dH value
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9.3 Intrisic Conductivity

In the absence of magnetite (verify with a magnet), the ratio between aL and dH gives 
a measure of the intrinsic conductivity of the conductor and this ratio is not influenced by the size 
of the conductor. Therefore, a quarter placed on the calibration point (the first "D" of "ODD") will
give values ranging from +70 to +80 at dH and at oL, while a typical Abitibi clay layer will also 
give a value of +80 on dH, but zero on aL.

9.4 Variation of Sulphides Conductivity

As mentioned before, let us mention that galena and compact massive pyrite are not 
always conductives. We do not know why these variations exist, but since these sulphides are 
semiconductors, this could depend on the impurities incorporated in the crystals structure, as for 
transistors! Fortunately for the Beep Mat and prospectors, pyrite veinlets, which are often present 
in gold-bearing quartz veins, are generally good conductors. We have noticed it in particular on 
gold-bearing quartz veins that do not react to any other geophysical instrument and that can be 
discovered under moss only by the Beep Mat or a trench.

10. DATA TRANSFER

To understand this chapter, one must be quite familiar with microcomputers (in particular 
PC compatibles), communication softwares and serial ports (or modems).

Connect the reading unit to a computer as shown below.

Data Transfer! 
Cable

DBS Connector

DB25 Connector

oward a 110 v Wall Outlet

TOP VIEW

Illustration 17: Connections for data transfer
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Tura your communication software on and press [ON]. Note the directions on the screen. 
Here is an example:

Baud'lbOO farity-N HEH 
Length*? Stop bit'l 12

Illustration 18: Reading unit display for data transfer

Make sure that the communication software be according to the directions on the screen and 
verify the serial port used (ex.: COM1). The [carriage return] (GR character) must be added by the 
communication software. Note that in the example shown at illustration 18, there has been 
12 storings (the figure under the word MEM).

Press "Enter" or "CR" depending on your computer keyboard. The following message 
should appear on the screen:

BM-IVby Instrumentation GDD Inc.

MENU o* DUMP(memory-start, memory-end) 
Set your software in capture mode, 
then send the DUMP command

CLEAR
Clear all memory of the BM-IV

GDD>

Illustration 19: Message displayed on the screen by the BM-IV

This menu presents two choices: data transfer (DUMP) and memory clearing of the Beep 
Mat (CLEAR).

In this example, you have stored 12 readings including initializations. If you want to transfer 
these data, put the communication software on "capture" than type:

DUMP(0,12) then press "Enter" or "CR".

In this example, a sequence of 13 data are transferred (data #0 to #12). Note that there is no 
spacing between the characters typed. A message similar to the one shown at illustration 20 should 
appear on the screen. Note: Characters in bold-italic indicate the ones you must type on your 
keyboard.  

Transfer these data in a file with the appropriated commands of your communication 
software.
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At illustration 20, the second column indicates the memory number. As you can see, that 
number increases from one row to the other. The last line contains only zero values, confirming 
the end of the sequence. The first column indicates if it is a memorized reading or an initialization. 
A "O" indicates an initialization while a" l" indicates a reading." The two other columns contain raw 
data of a reading or of an initialization. These are frequency values of the probe in hertz. You can 
observe that there are two frequencies and that they vary from a reading to the other.

GDD> DUMP(0,12) 
O O 2103818 656650 
l l 2103015 657485 
l 2 2103256 657525 
l 3 2103143 657612 
l 4 2103201 657903 
l 5 2103034 657721 
O 6 2103820 656650 
l 7 2103011 657512 
l 8 2103054 657621 
l 9 2103230 657790 
l 10 2104105 658204 
O 11 2103730 656762 
0000

Illustration 2O. Typical display following DUMP

After the data transfer, you will eventually want to clear the BM-IV memory to leave space 
for other readings. In order to do that, use CLEAR to see the dialogue shown at illustration 21. 
Following this command, in the case of the previous example, you will be able to store 12 extra 
readings for the next surveys. Therefore, at the beginning of the next use of your Beep Mat, the 
MEM value should be at O or at L

ODD > CLEAR

WARNING !1! ALL DATA WILL BE LOST... 
CONFIRM WITH (9999) ? 9999

PLEASE WATT...
CLEAR MEMORY COMPLETED ...
GDD>

Illustration 21: Dialogue for the memory clearing of the Beep Mat
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Beep Mat, model BM-IV

Trademark V".'t 
Beep Mor is a trademark by Instrumentation ODD Inc. x v

Copyright

Considering our interest in promoting the Beep Mat, we authorize any person interested to copy 
this manual to do so.

Warranty ^ .

Duration of warranty: l year. All repairs will be done free of charge at our office in Sainte-Foy 
(taxes, transportation and customs fees are extra). The warranty is void if the instrument has been 
the object of an abusive use, has been opened or modified without authorization, or if the serial 
number of the instrument has been altered, erased or removed.

Instrumentation ODD Inc. is not responsible for eventual damages and/or losses that may result 
from the use of the Beep Mat '

Repairs

If the Beep Mat requires repairs, please contact Instrumentation GDD Inc. at the numbers below in 
order to receive proper instructions for shipping:

Tel.: 1-418-877-4249 
Fax: 1-418-877-4054

Printed in Canada in February 1995.
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Budget Rent a Car of Thunder Bay 
899 Copper Crescent 
Thunder Bay, Ontario P7B 6G1 
Telephone: (807) 345-2425

Budget
rent a car

Quote for Richard Beckett

Truck Rental Rates

Daily |54.99 per day .250 per km

Weekly S329.00 per week, 500 free km, additonal kms .250

We also offer a loss damage waiver which reduces your liability 
in the event of damages on the vehicle. Daily L.D.W. price 
is $14.99 for a $1000.00 deductible, weekly rate is $85.00 for 
a SlOOO.OO deductible.

6

RECEIVED
NOV 3 0 1995 

MINING LANDS BRANCH

An Independent Budget System Licensee
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FREE RENTAL CONTRACT

Between:

and:

HER MAJESTY THE QIISEN IN RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO, 
as requested by the Ministry of Northern Development and 
Mines, here-in-after designated "the Ministry".

' (Name) 

(Address)

Tel:

(postal code)
Fax:

o 7 9
RECEIVED

Driver's Licence Number ___^——————. 
here-in-after designated "the prospector 1

NOV301995

MINING LANDS BRANCH

1. The Ministry provides this Beep, Mat to the prospector with no
charge to use for a period of ^J consecutive days (maximum of 7 
consecutive days). The prospector is an independent contractor, 
not paid by any incorporated company nor paid as a consultant.

2. Before using the Beep Mat, the prospector shall read the
instruction manual and if possible, have taken the field course on 
the proper use of the Beep Mat.

3. If the Beep Mat is stolen or lost or damaged, while in the 
possession of the prospector, the provision of the full 
replacement value, or repairs of the Beep Mat is the 
responsibility of the prospector.

4. The prospector, forever releases, discharges, holds harmless and 
indemnifies HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF 
ONTARIO, her officers, employees, servants, agents and volunteers, 
from and against any and all claims, demands, costs, losses, 
damages, actions, suits, or other proceedings, arising out of or 
in consequence of the prospector's use of the Beep Mat, including 
special consequential damages, which may be made or brought 
against any of them by any person including the prospector.

Dated at this D day of ,19.

Witness's Signature User's Signature

Witness's Name (Print)

Beep Mat Serial Number

MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT AND MINES per

Sac?
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Ministry ot
Northern Development
and Mines

Ontario

Report of Work Conflicted 
After Recording Claim

Mining Acf

Transaction Number

Penon*! Information collected on this form Is obtained under the authority of the 
this collection should be directed to the Provincial Manager. Mining Lands. M 
Sudbury. Ontario. P3E 6A5, telephone (70S) 670*7264.

Instructions: - Please type or print and submit in duplicate. 52AHNEooo2 2.152/9 ONION LAKE
- Refer to the Mining Act and Regulations for requirements of filing assessment wonc or consuu me 

Recorder.
- A separate copy of this form must be completed for each Work Group, . . .
- Technical reports and maps must accompany this form in duplicate.
- A sketch, showing the claims the work is assigned to, must accompany this form.

s)

JrA(Slf*r**VS 
r-fWcg.rpt\ci

Client No.

fa
Telephone No. .

\5Z2-
O^

Township/Area M or Q No.

Oates 
Work 
Performed

To: 2.2. 1 95
Work Performed (Check One Work Group Only) ,- r R.

Work Group

Geotechnical Survey

Physical Work, 
Including Drilling

Rehabilitation

Other Authorized 
Work

Assays

Assignment from 
Reserve

W 10 e m Type

Dc.C-0 tA,KQ ^ccfve*/. See PVM
* ^ \

HMW. NSt^-

RECEIVED
NOV301995'

Total Assessment Work Claimed on the Attached Statement of Costs S i O -oO
MlNINCa LANUo bHANv/n

- O 0

Note: The Minister may reject for assessment work credit all or part of the assessment work submitted if the recorded 
holder cannot verify expenditures claimed in the statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification.

Persons and Survey Company Who Performed the Work (Give Name and Address of Author of Report)
Name Address

- Pi

(attach a schedule If necessary)

Certification of Beneficial Interest * See Note No. 1 on reverse side

l certify that at the time the work was performed, the claims covered in this work 
report were recorded In the current holder's name or held under a beneficial interest 
by the current recorded holder.

Date

C/A&J

Certification of Work Report
l certify that l have a personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this Work report, having performed the work or witnessed same during and/or after 
its completion and annexed report Is true.

Name-ewJ Adffcest of

K. K.
Person Certifying

Telepone No.

For Office Use Only
Total Value Cr. Recorded Date Recorded

0241 (0391)
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Credits you are claiming in this report may be cut back. In order to minimize the adverse effects of such deletions, please indicate from 
which claims you wish to priorize the deletion of credits. Please mark O) one of the following:
1. O Credits are to be cut back starting with the claim listed last, working backwards.
2. D Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims contained in this report of work.
3. Q Credits are to be cut back as priorized on the attached appendix.

In the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be implemented.

Note 1: Examples of beneficial Interest are unrecorded transfers, option agreements, memorandum of agreements, etc., with respect 
to the mining claims.

Note 2: If work has been performed on patented or leased land, please complete the following:

l certify that the recorded holder had a beneficial interest in the patented 
or leased land at the time the work was performed.

Signature Date



Ontario

Northern Development 
and Mines

Ministere du 
Devetoppement du Nord 
et des mines

statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Istat des couts aux fins 
du credit d'evaluation

Mining Act/Loi sur les mines

Transaction NoJN* de transaction

2.16279
Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority 
of the Mining Act. This information'will be used to maintain a record and 
ongoing status of the mining claim(s). Questions about this collection should 
be directed to the Provincial Manager, Minings Lands, Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines, 4th Floor, 159 Cedar Street, Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6A5, telephone (705) 670-7264.

Les renseignements personnels contenus dans la presente formule sont 
recueillis en vertu de la Lol sur les mines et serviront d tenir a jour un registre 
des concessions minieres. Adresser toute question sur la collece de ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miniers, ministere du 
Developpement du Nord et des Mines, 159, rue Cedar, 4e Stage, Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5, telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/Couts directs

Type

Wagm 
Salalre*

Contractor's 
and Consultant's 
Fees 
Drafts de 
('entrepreneur 
 t de I'expert- 
conMll

Supplies Used 
Foumtturm 
utlllsa**

Equipment 
ItonM 
Location d* 
nwtvflel

Description

Labour/ 5 C t * f-. f 
Main-d'oeuvre^^vs' y

Field Suikirvisio*'^ 
Supervision sur le terrain

Type

Type

Type

Amount 
Montant

' . s 

f~M."-V\.

&K !

Total Direct Costs 
Total des couts directs

Totals 
Total global

^':-

Vsv

  -

(flfr*

2. Indirect Costs/Couts indirects
* * Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work. 
Pour le remboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, les 
couts indirects ne sonl pas admissibles en tant que travaux 
d'evaluation.

Type

Transportation 
Transport

Food and 
Lodging 
Nourrtture et 
hebergement
Mobilization and 
Demobilization 
MoblllMtionMlKl 
demoblllsatldHHI"

Description

NOV30199F

NG LANDS BhKi\.

Amount 
Montant

Totals 
Total global

Sub Total of Indirect Costs 
Total partlel des couts Indirects

Amount Allowable (not greater than 20H of Direct Coats) 
Montant admissible (n'excedant pas 20 H des couts directs)
Total Value of Assessment Credit 
(Total of Direct and Allowable 
Indirect costa)

Valeur totale du credit 
d'tvaluatJon 
(Tod) d** eodt* dlraet* 
 1 IndlnKts MftnlunlM

Not*: The recorded holder will be required to verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification. If 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Note : Le titulaire enregistnJ sera tenu de verifier les depenses demandees dans 
'le present etat des couts dans les 30 jours suivant une demands a cet 
effet. Si la verification n'est pas effectuee, le ministre peut rejeter tout 
ou une partie des travaux d'evaluation presented.

Rling Discounts

1. Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at 100*ft of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

2. Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
5046 of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

Total Value of Assessment Credit Total Assessment Claimed
x 0.50 "

Remises pour depdt COen
1. Les travaux deposes dans les deux aSisuhgnt-laur achievement sont 

rembourses b 1 00 "to de la valeur totale su^menjjpnSie du credit d'evaluation.
S "i-

2. Les travaux ddpose's trois, quatre ou cinq ans flpreTteur achievement 
sont remboursds a 50 "Vb de la vafBDr totsfle^b Cfedit d'evaluation—a — — m
susmentionne. Voir les calculs ci-dBSsou*^ ^ o
__________________t-* o -c_^______

Valeur totale du credit d'evaluation
x 0.50=3

Evaluation totale demandee

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs Attestation de I'etat des couts

hereby certify:
tat the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
ere incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
n the accompanying Report of Work form.

J'atteste par la presente :
que les montants indiquds sont le plus exact possible et que ces 
depenses ont ete engagees pour effectuer les travaux d'evaluation 
sur les terrains indiques dans la formule de rapport de travail ci-joint.

at as
(Recorded Holder, Agent. Position in Company)

make this certification

l am authorized Et qu'a litre de je suis autoris6
(titulaire enregistre, representant, poste occup6 dans la compagnie)

a faire cette attestation.

Date

2 (04/91) Nota : Dans cette formule, lorsqu'il design/ des personnes, le masculin est utilisd au sens neutre.



Ontario
Ministry of Ministere du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines

December 28, 1995

Geoscience Approvals Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (705) 670-5853 
Fax: (705) 670-5863

Our File: 2.16279 
Transaction #: W9540.00287

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development St Mines
435 James Street South
Suite B003
Thunder Bay, Ontario
P7E 6E3

Dear Mr. Weirmeir:

SUBJECT: APPROVAL OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS ON MINING CLAIM 
1194677 IN ONION LAKE AREA

Assessment credits have been approved as outlined on the report of 
work form. The credits have been approved under Section 9 
(Prospecting) of the Mining Act Regulations.

The approval data is December 27, 1995.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please 
contact Steven Beneteau at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely, 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section 
Mining and Land Management Branch 
Mines and Minerals Division

SBB/jl 
Enclosure:

cc: Resident Geologist
Thunder Bay, Ontario

/ASSssessment Files Library 
Sudbury, Ontario
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MINING LANDS BRAMCi

REFER E N C E S 

ARE AS WITHDRAWN FROM DISPOSITION

M.R.O. - MINING RIGHTSONLY 

S.R.O. -SURFACE RIGHTSONLY 

M.+ S. - MINING AND SURFACE RIGHTS 

Deicnption Order No. Data Disposition Fill 

(RJ) W-TB-109/88 NWR SEE MACGREGOR LANDROLL

LEGEND

HIGHWAY AND ROUTt No 

OTHER ROADS 

TRAILS 

SURVEYED LINES
TOWNSHIPS, BASE LINES ETC
LOTS MINING CLAIMS PARCELS, ETC 

UNSURVEYED LINES
LOT LINES
PARCEL BOUNDARY
MINING CLAIMS ETC

RAILWAY AND RIGHT OF WAY -i 

UTILITY LINES 

NON PERENNIAL STREAM 

FLOODING OR Fi CODING RIGHTS 

SUBDIVISION OR COMPOSITE PLAN 

RESERVATIONS 

ORIGINAL SHORELINE 

MARSH OR MUSKEG 

MINES 

TRAVERSE MONUMENT

-EE

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS

TYPE OF DOCUMENT SYMBOL

PATENT SURFACE fit MINING RIGHTS___ ,............. ft

" .SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY........................ e

.MINING RIGHTSONLY ^...^...,...... ...C
LEASE, SURFACE& MINING RIGHTS....,. , . B

" .SURFACE RIGHTSONLY.,....,. ,................ H
" .MINING RIGHTS ONLY.. ..-.^................,.. Q

LICENCE OF OCCUPATION ...................,........... T
ORDER IN COUNCIL .......... ,..., ...,^ .............. QC

RESERVATION ___..... (T)

CANCELLED .^^.. ,, ^ ,.   

SAND 8. GRAVEL ..........,............... (T)

NOTE MINING RIGHTS IN PARCELS PATENTED PRIOR TO MAY 6 
1913, VESTED IN ORIGINAL PATENTEE BY THE PUBLIC 
LANDS ACT RSO 1970, CHAP 3BO, SEC 63, SUBSEC 1

SCALE 1 INCH = 40 CHAINS

f I t T
O lOOO 2OOO 4OOO 6OOO 80OO

O 2OQ
METRES

10OO 20OO
l' KM) (2 KM)

THE INFORMATION THAT 
APPEARS ON THIS MAP 
HAS BEEN COMPILED 
FROM VARIOUS SOURCES, 
AND ACCURACY IS NOT 
GUARANTEED THOSE 
WISHING TO STAKE MIN 
ING CLAIMS SHOULD CON 
SULT WITH THE MINING 
RECORDER. MINISTRY OF 
NORTHERN DEVELOP 
MENT AND MINES, FOR AD 
DITIONAL INFORMATION 
ON THE STATUS OF THE 
LANDS SHOWN HEREON

ONION LAKE
M N R ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT

THUNDER BAY
MiMiNt, DIVISION

THUNDER BAY
lAV ,LtS/ REGISTRY DIVISION

THUNDER BAY

Ministry of
Natural
Resources

land

Management

Branch
• O In service since Sept. 10/92

JULY 1991

In service^July 1992

Niimbir

G-747

52A11NEOQ02 2 16279 ONION LAKE 200


